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Therme starts work on first UK site

CLICK
TO
READ

Plans to start work on the UK’s
first city-based wellbeing resort,
Therme Manchester, at TraffordCity
have progressed with preparations
to clear the current site.
Regeneration business Peel L&P has
submitted plans to Trafford Council to
demolish the existing 28,000sq m former
conference and exhibition space to
make way for the £250m (US$287.6m,
€299m) flagship development.
The resort is being built opposite
destination operator Therme Group – an
organisation which has run similar resorts
across Europe over the past 20 years.

therme group

therme group

by global developer and wellbeing

■■ Construction is projected to kick off in 2023

Attractions within the 28-acre Therme
Manchester resort will include an allseason urban beach, expansive thermal

milestone confirms the arrival of Therme

pools, a wellbeing spa, immersive

in the UK. It also solidifies our vision

digital art, an on site urban farm,

for 90 per cent of the UK to be within

botanical gardens and a waterpark with

easy reach of a Therme destination,

the world’s first living waterslides.

with future developments planned for

This milestone confirms the
arrival of Therme in the UK

Glasgow, London and other key cities.”

Richard Land

Richard Land, Therme Group UK

More: http://lei.sr/u9N5q_B

chief development officer said: “This
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Loisium unveils Champagneinspired spa hotel in France
New hotel resides in French
region of Champagne
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PRODUCTS

Aromatherapy Associates
unveils all-in-one spa kits
The Spa Treatment in A
Box comes in three options
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AROMATHERAPY ASSOCIATES

Fashion icon branches
into wellness market

NEW OPENINGS

MUTIGNY RESORT HOTEL - Studio Jouin Manku © Nicolas Matheus

Kate Moss launches
wellbeing brand Cosmoss
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TECHNOLOGIES
MLX QUARTZ
Psammotherapy

MLX I3DOME
Triple Detox Therapy

Enjoy it here:

Enjoy it here:

Four Seasons Abu Dhabi, UAE
Agua Caliente, USA
La Butte aux Bois, Belgium

Waldorf Astoria, Kuwait
Ceasar‘s Palace Dubai, UAE
Johnstown Estate, Ireland

WELNAMIS

CELLISS

...

Binaural vibroacoustics
for spa & wellness

...

The slimming and
contouring revolution

Enjoy it here:

Enjoy it here:

Conrad Los Angeles, USA
Palazzo Versace Dubai, UAE
Glen Ivy Hot Springs, USA

Palazzo Fiuggi, Italy
Cartesiano Urban Wellness Center, Mexico
Raﬄes Dubai, UAE
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LIBRA
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Kneipp Therapy

MASSAGE

Symphonic & symbiotic

Enjoy it here:
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The Lamp Hotel, Sweden
Mandarin Oriental Dubai, UAE
Bergamos Spa Retreat, USA

...
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EXPERIENCE LOUNGER

RLX SATORI
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Singular sound and
haptic journey
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spa business people
Marc Innes partners with Christine Clinton to
prepare oncology massage masterclass

T

wo of the industry's leading

Part of the three-day course

specialists in oncology

also involves dispelling

massage and skincare will

myths about providing

host a training masterclass in

treatments for those with

London, from 24 - 26 October.

or who’ve had cancer.

The Foundation Level in

Innes and Clinton will also

Cancer Care Massage course

share which treatments – such

is being spearheaded by Marc

as manicures and pedicures –

Innes – an ex-NHS paramedic

need to be specially adapted.
“The research into

and principal of the School
of Natural Therapies – and

massage and cancer has

Christine Clinton – therapist

been nothing but positive

trainer, cancer care specialist

in terms of the range of
SNT

and owner of Christine
■■ Innes (pictured) spent 23 years serving as an NHS paramedic

Clinton Wellness for Life!

benefits it provides,” Innes
explained to Spa Business.
“Therapists who

Both are members of the

Research into massage and cancer
has been nothing but positive in terms
of the range of benefits it provides

Standards Authority for Touch in
Cancer Care and have designed
the course for massage,

successfully complete
our training will have the
knowledge, skill and ability

beauty and spa therapists.

to empathise with and
to offer a full body treatment

be adapted to suit all guests

£495 (US$582, €583) each

to clients living with and

regardless of the location or

client has been through.”

and will teach attendees how

beyond cancer – which can

stage and type of cancer.

More: http://lei.sr/k7R9C_B

The qualification costs

understand what their

Nancy Davis calls on industry's best and
brightest to enter GWS innovation contest

T

he Global Wellness Summit
(GWS) has announced the
focus of its third annual

The GWS wants to drive innovation
within the fascinating intersection
between wellness and the metaverse

Call for Innovation competition:
Wellness and the Metaverse.
The competition encourages
companies across the globe

GWS

■■ Nancy Davis, GWS
chief creative officer and
executive director

4
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to present their concept to

According to the GWS, this
is the first global competition

global industry leaders.
“The pandemic has spurred

for startups and established

which are innovating new

the wellness industry to

companies now creating health

metaverse and Web3 solutions

be less tech-averse and

and wellness solutions and

in any wellness sector to apply

our organisation wants

experiences for the emerging

– from early-stage startups to

to drive early innovation

metaverse and Web3.

large, established companies.

in what promises to be a

Submissions will be

fascinating intersection

judged by 10 international

the 2022 conference – hosted

between wellness and the

CEOs, business leaders and

at the Hilton Tel Aviv from 31

metaverse,” explained Nancy

venture capitalists in the

October to 3 November – where

Davis, GWS chief creative

wellness and tech spaces.

they’ll have the opportunity

officer and executive director.

More: http://lei.sr/8r5j7_B

The winner will be crowned at

©Cybertrek Ltd 2022
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Well tech launches

Marc Innes and Christine Clinton
schedule oncology massage
masterclass in October

NCL’s new ship Prima debuts
with luxury spa complete
with first charcoal sauna and
two-deck waterfall at sea

Happy Health has raised
US$60m – led by Arch Venture
Partners – for its smart, stressdetecting wearable Happy Ring
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■■ Supermodel and fashion icon Kate Moss (pictured)

10

Preserving history

Kate Moss enters wellness
market with self-care brand

12

Grape escape

S

17

Supplier innovation

Each product has been meticulously
crafted with wellbeing in mind,
using potent, natural substances

upermodel Kate Moss

“Each product has been

has announced plans

meticulously crafted with

to branch into wellness

wellbeing in mind, using

with a new self-care brand

potent, natural substances.

named Cosmoss.

Each ritual opens the door to

Launched on 1 September,

each fragrance and infusion

as ‘self-care created for

re-centres and completes.”
Moss is one of a growing

The new collection

swathe of celebrities – such

includes three skincare

as Gwyneth Paltrow, Kourtney

products, two tea blends

Kardashian and Miranda Kerr –

and a signature fragrance.

to make a stake in commercial

Moss commented:

wellness in recent years.

“Cosmoss draws on my life

Previously synonymous with

experiences and journey of

the British party scene in the

discovery and transformation.

90s, Moss recently told the

It’s a celebration of every

BBC she’s discovered the

day exactly as it is, with

joy in gardening and yoga.

all its imperfections.

More: http://lei.sr/a2y6s_B
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Loisium Wine and Spa
Hotels unveils French retreat
inspired by Champagne

The latest in products and
innovation from BC SoftWear,
Aromatherapy Associates, Hyperice,
Oakworks and Soleum Spa

balance, restoration, and love;

Cosmoss is described
life’s modern journeys’.

Historic public baths in Oslo restored
by Nordic Hotels & Resorts to
complete new retreat, Sommerro

©Cybertrek Ltd 2022
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PROGRAMMING

THE

INSIGNIA

™

COLLECTION

Spa guests at five-star

and cold exposure

hotel and spa Seaham Hall

instructor Hayley Dorian.
Seaham Hall spa manager,

in Durham, UK, are being
invited to take the plunge

SEAHAM HALL

MULTI-PURPOSE
TREATMENT TABLES

Wim Hof Method arrives at Seaham Hall

into extreme bathing with
a new workshop focused
on the Wim Hof Method.

REPLACEABLE
STRATA
CLOUDFILL™
MATTRESS
THERMASOFT
DUAL-ZONE
EMBEDDED
WARMER

that the new workshop marks
the launch of Serenity Spa’s
new workshop series.
“We believe that a

Founded by the Iceman
Wim Hof, the method

more holistic approach to

combines cold therapy and

treatments will continue to be

conscious breathing as a

a big trend. So, we’re looking

means to improve overall

wellness business XHayle

We believe a more
holistic approach to
treatments will continue
to be a big trend

and taught by breathwork

Amanda Jennings

physical and mental health.
The workshops will be

™

Amanda Jennings, explained

hosted in partnership with

to further build on our existing
portfolio, working with new
partners and introducing new
therapies including breathwork
and sound therapy.”
More: http://lei.sr/s6e5N_B

ERGONOMIC,
EXTENDED LOW
HEIGHT RANGE

New NCL ship Prima
debuts with highend spa
Norwegian Cruise Line (NCL)

SUSTAINABLY BUILT
HARDWOOD
CABINETRY

Prima, the first of six new
Prima Class ships that will
294m-long, 20-deck-high

two-storey waterfall at sea,

ship has debuted with a

which cascades down by

substantial wellness offering

the double relaxation pools:

set to raise the bar for
wellness experiences at sea.
The ship launches with

vitality and salt flotation.
“This spa is our biggest
yet at sea for NCL and the

several cruise industry

thermal suite is on another

firsts. Two of these are in

level compared to any of the

the new Mandara Spa, which

other ships,” said Sarah Jane

was designed by architects

Singaram, spa manager, “we

Rockwell Group and created
in partnership with cruise
industry spa specialists
One Spa World. It features
the first charcoal spa and

livingearthcrafts.com

■■ The spa is home to a range of thermal experiences

join the fleet by 2027. The

Frances Marcellin

FLO-TECH™
PROGRAMMABLE
LIFT SYSTEM

has launched Norwegian

Norwegian Cruise Line

WELLNESS AT SEA

This spa is our biggest
yet at sea for NCL
Sarah Jane Singaram

have a promise to all our
guests, that we want to inspire
their wellness and ensure they
commit to their wellbeing.”
More: http://lei.sr/Z8j2t_B

©Cybertrek Ltd 2022
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EVENTS

MEET the team

GSTE gathers for first General Assembly
Members of the Great Spa

secretary general, following

Towns of Europe (GSTE) have

the retirement of current

gathered in Františkovy Lázně

secretary general Paul Simons.
GSTE

in the Czech Republic this week
to take part in the GSTE's
first-ever General Assembly.

+44 (0)1462 431385

and protect our world-class
cultural heritage," said

be joined by members of

Stefan Szirucsek, GSTE

the International Steering

board chair and mayor of

Group – a group made up of

involved in the GSTE.

Liz Terry

important structures and
systems to take us forward

Members and site managers

Parties from the five countries

Editorial director

“We've been developing

of each of the 11 towns will

representatives of the States’

For email use:
fullname@leisuremedia.com

Spa Business editor

Katie Barnes
+44 (0)1462 471925

Baden bei Wien in Austria.

We want to protect
our world-class
cultural heritage

meeting will be the discussion

Stefan Szirucsek

Report which will be delivered

During the event, the
mayors will be conducting

“One important aspect of the

Publisher

Astrid Ros

of the State of Conservation

+44 (0)1462 471911

at UNESCO this year.
More: http://lei.sr/E9w6q_B

interviews to appoint a new

Head of news

Tom Walker
+44 (0)1462 431385

URBAN SPAS
Assistant editor

Subterranean hotel
spa brought to life
underneath Paris

Megan Whitby
Pavillon Faubourg Saint-Germain

The newly opened boutique
hotel Pavillon Faubourg
Saint-Germain in Paris is
urban wellness escape,
design brief was to provide

named Spa des Prés.

a range of high-quality

Located in Paris' seventh
arrondissement, the spa

facilities while maintaining

has been brought to life in

a sense of spaciousness.

housed a legendary cabaret –
beneath the new 47-key hotel.
It's designed for hotel
guests and day visitors alike
and features two treatment
rooms, an indoor pool with

The team wanted
to create a tranquil
space for relaxation
that felt a world
away from the
urban bustle

The spa was completed after
an 18-month refurbishment
project and was conceptualised
by interior designer Didier
Benderli, who worked closely
with architect Vincent
Bastie. The team wanted to

massage jets, a hammam, a

create a tranquil space that

meditation room and a gym.

felt a world away from the
bustling streets of Paris.

Working with a limited

More: http://lei.sr/W4M8r_B

area of 140sq m, the
sBinsider Issue 405

Head of digital

Tim Nash
+44 (0)1462 471917

■■ Spa des Prés is partnered with Codage Paris

home to a new underground

a vaulted cellar – that once

+44 (0)1462 471906
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STRATEGY

SoulCycle to pull out of Canadian market
It's been revealed that

there have been many

SoulCycle's recent decision

shifts as a result of the

to close around 20 of its

pandemic,” she explained.

82 studios will see the

“Some of these have been

brand pulling out of the

based on geography and we're

Canadian market, where it

re-evaluating our portfolio

had been expected to open

to assess whether there

additional locations following

is an opportunity to 'right-

its launch in Toronto.

size' in certain markets."
to close locations in San

due to overexpansion

Jose, San Francisco, Beverly

in certain markets.

Hills, Newport Beach and Del

According to a statement

six in the New York City area

shared with HCM (Spa

and others in Washington,

Business' sister magazone)

DC, Massachusetts, Illinois,

geographical shifts caused

Florida and Georgia.
After the closures,

also contributed to the

SoulCycle will continue to

decision to restructure.

operate its remaining clubs

“As riders continue to
return to in-studio classes,

■■ SoulCycle is closing up to 20 of its 82 studios

Mar, California, as well as

from CEO Evelyn Webster,

by the pandemic have

SOULCYCLE

The company is expected

thought to be partly

We're re-evaluating
our portfolio to assess
whether there's an
opportunity to 'rightsize' in certain markets

SOULCYCLE

The retraction is

in the US and the UK.

Evelyn Webster

More: http://lei.sr/U6e6Y_B

WELL TECH

Happy Ring raises US$60m for
its AI stress-sensing mood ring
Happy Health (HH), a mental healtha US$60m series-A round, led by
ARCH Venture Partners, for its stressdetecting wearable Happy Ring.

Our smart ring can
measure the whole
person – both
brain and body

8

www.spabusiness.com

Described by the company as a

Happy Health

focused tech company, has announced

■■ HH has raised US$60m for its smart wearable

smart ring that can “measure the
whole person – brain and body”, the

(nerve network that activates fight or

wearable has been primarily designed

flight stress response). Other elements

to measure a user’s stress levels and

include four wavelengths of light (medical-

sleep patterns. To do this it features four

grade PPG or photoplethysmogram),

proprietary EDA (Electrodermal Activity)

three-axis movement tracking and

sensors that measures the activation

two temperature sensors.

of the sympathetic nervous system

More: http://lei.sr/r5S5S_B

©Cybertrek Ltd 2022
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l Art

the Art of fine linen

du linge raffiné

Photo crédit : Shiseido Spa, Excelsior Hotel Gallia, Milan
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Preserving
history
One of Norway's last-remaining public baths in Oslo has been restored and
will serve as the centrepiece for Nordic Hotels & Resorts' newest retreat

N

ordic Hotels & Resorts has
announced the grand opening
of its newest luxury hotel,
sommerro, located in the
heart of Frogner in Oslo’s
West end. The new urban
retreat is set within the

former headquarters of Oslo Lysverker
– the city’s original electrical company
– and is designed to pay tribute to
Norway’s cultural heritage.

A new lease of life
The 231-room Art Deco hotel is
complete with 56 branded residences.
As of November, sommerro will be
crowned with a 15,000sq ft wellness
space, including the city’s first yearround rooftop pool, sauna and terrace.
Named Vestkantbadet, the spa has
been conceived following the restoration
of one of Norway’s last remaining public

former headquarters of Oslo Lysverker,
the city’s original electrical company

Sommerro is more than a
hotel – it’s an iconic building
housing years of history
10
26

www.spabusiness.com

FRaNcIScO NOGUEIRa

■■ The Art Deco hotel finds its home in the

baths, which first opened in 1932.
Vestkantbadet has been reimagined
as a subterranean urban wellness
retreat, which Nordic Hotels claims will
be the largest of any city hotel across
the Nordic countries. The company has
revealed plans to oﬀer spa and fitness
memberships once the facility launches.
The centrepiece of the spa will be
an original mosaic wall created by the
popular 1930s Norwegian artist Per
Krohg. It will also feature 12 treatment
©Cybertrek Ltd
©Cybertrek
2022 Ltd
sBinsider
2022
Issue 405

■■ The spa will open in
November with original
restored Roman baths

SHUTTERSTOck/MJTH

We want everyone to feel at home at Sommerro,
whether you’re a guest or a local
rooms, original restored Roman baths,

“We want everyone and anyone to feel

an infrared sauna, a gym and a cold

at home at sommerro, whether you’re a

plunge pool oﬀering a traditional Nordic

guest or a local seeking a place to hang

thermotherapy experience.

out with friends, work or simply relax in

A selection of massages, body
treatments, facials and medical aesthetic
treatments will be on oﬀer.
The spa team will work with products
from elemis, Babor, Gharieni, Dr Dennis
Gross, Dermapen and Noon Aesthetics.
• Wim Hof-style cold water
breathwork sessions.
• Two-day electric sauna boat retreats
on the fjord in partnership with KOK.

Additional facilities include seven
restaurants and bars, event spaces with
a capacity for up to 150 people and a
100-seat gilded theatre.

Bespoke architecture,
design, and artwork

FRaNcIScO NOGUEIRa

Treatment highlights will include:

beautiful surroundings.”

Drawing heavily on the building’s
existing architectural character,
sommerro pays homage to a fusion of

• Nutritionist workshops.

neoclassical contemporary aesthetics

■■ Petter A Stordalen, founder

• Laser therapy.

with original elements developed

of Nordic Choice Hotels

• Masterclasses with a sleep expert.

by local firm LPO Architects in

“sommerro is more than a hotel. It’s an

collaboration with studio GrecoDeco.

iconic building housing years of history,

Art deco details include oak parquet

located in one of Oslo's most vibrant and

flooring, bespoke furnishings upholstered

exciting areas,” said Petter A stordalen,

with 1930s Norwegian motifs and

founder of Nordic Choice Hotels.

bathrooms with custom tiles.●

sBinsider
Issue
405Issue
©Cybertrek
405 Ltd
©Cybertrek
2022 Ltd 2022
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■■ The new destination
overlooks Champagne's
vine-covered hills and forests

Grape escape
A new Champagne-inspired spa hotel has opened in France,
brought to life by Loisium Wine and Spa Hotels

H

ospitality group Loisium Wine

beauty of the region, overlooking vine-

fireplace and led to the spa via a dramatic

and spa Hotels has opened

covered hills and forests.

staircase anchored by a floor-to-ceiling

a new four-star spa hotel

Architecture and interior design firm

sculpture mimicking champagne bubbles.

perched upon a hill in France's

Studio Jouin Manku was appointed to

verdant Champagne province.

design and deliver the 101-room property

A natural feel

With two existing locations

and its 1,000sq m spa in Mutigny.

The spa area is decorated with a pallet

in Austria, the group’s vision

The studio was keen to divert from the

of natural materials and populated

involves creating properties which fuse

opulence associated with champagne and

with cosy nooks and bright colours

modern architecture, wellness, wine

instead realise a raw and honest homage

intended to bring nature indoors.

experiences and relaxation.

to the work that goes into creating the

The latest addition to the portfolio is
Loisium Wine and spa Hotel Champagne
– a property inspired by the natural

12
28
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sparkling drink.
upon entering the wood-clad property,
guests are welcomed by a large open

Large glass-fronted areas also
reveal expansive views of the forest
and vineyards from any given place,
while alcoves oﬀer privacy.
©Cybertrek Ltd
©Cybertrek
2022 Ltd
sBinsider
2022
Issue 405

MUTIGNY RESORT HOTEL - STUdIO JOUIN MaNkU © NIcOLaS MaTHEUS

■■ Loisium's newest
spa hotel is inspired by
the natural beauty of
the Champagne region

indoor and outdoor access – as well as

In an ode to Champagne, the Loisium
spa features chalk-toned renders on the

a spa bar, Finnish sauna, sanarium and

walls and vertical surfaces to recall the

a steam bath – all supplied by Klafs.

particular soil characteristics typical to
the province. Blue slate-coloured floor
ceramics complete the facility in another
nod to the terroir.
“Our project is a mix of deep simple
pleasures and sparkle,” said sanjit
Manku, architect, associate partner and

Our project is
a mix of deep
simple pleasures
and sparkle

Alternatively, they can recline outdoors at
the spa’s terrace or sunbathing area.
The spa menu oﬀers a variety of
treatments supplied by herbal brand
saint Charles Apothecary, including
massages, scrubs, facials and a selection
of signature Loisium spa rituals.

one co-founder of Studio Jouin Manku.

Additional spa partners include

Guests are invited to visit the spa

spa and wellness equipment supplier

pool which traverses the building – with
sBinsider
Issue
405Issue
©Cybertrek
405 Ltd
©Cybertrek
2022 Ltd 2022

Gharieni Group. ●
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Transform
Hotel and Spa Wellness
Enhance your guest experience and transform your facilities
with our world class fitness and wellness solutions.
lesmills.com/hotel-fitness-programs

All the Features You Need to Manage
Your Spa and Delight Your Customers
Online Booking • Staﬀ Scheduling • Integrated POS • CRM • And More

All the Features You Need to Manage
Your Spa and Delight Your Customers
Online Booking • Staff Scheduling • Integrated POS • CRM • And More

Learn
why
Bookerisisthe
theleading
leading spa
software
Learn
why
Booker
spamanagement
management
software
www.booker.com/spabusiness
mindbodyonline.com/spa-software
www.mindbodyonline.com/spa-software

SUPPLIER NEWS

For the latest supplier
news and company
information, visit

spa-kit.net

Suppliers tell Spa Business insider about their latest
product, design and technology launches

■■BC SoftWear
has partnered
BC SoftWear

with First Mile
and Reskinned
to pilot the
new scheme

BC SoftWear and Exclusive Hotels Collection begin
recycling and repurposing discarded flip-flops

BC SoftWear

S

pa and hotel textiles

ment organisation, First Mile,

using ultra-low emission electric

and flip-flop supplier, BC

as well as ethical textiles recy-

vehicles, Reskinned then links

SoftWear, has launched

cling business, Reskinned, to

waste management with new

a flip-flop recycling initiative

give its hotel and spa partners

technology that can recycle the

to help tackle the ‘flip-flop

a more sustainable option.

flip-flops and turn them into

mountain’ that sees billions of
pairs thrown away every year.
BC SoftWear says that

■■Barbara Cooke, BC
SoftWear CEO and founder

wear per year and are all

surfaces for children’s playgrounds or equine menages.
Exclusive Hotels Collection’s

although flip-flops are an

too aware of the impact that

UK destination spas

essential part of the guest

has on the environment,”

Pennyhill Park and South

experience in hotels, they’re

explains Barbara Cooke, BC

Lodge are the first two loca-

also a significant contributor to

SoftWear CEO and founder.

tions to trial the scheme.

plastic waste. If guests don’t

“We’re delighted to be pilot-

“Through the innovation

take them home, hotels and

ing a new scheme with the

of these two companies, our

spas have little option but to

Exclusive Hotels Collection* to

used flip-flops will go on to live

throw them away, meaning the

collect, recycle and repurpose

another life,” says Cooke.

flip-flops end up in a landfill.

all its discarded flip-flops.”

BC SoftWear has recently
partnered with waste managesBinsider Issue 405

“We supply approximately
three million pairs of foot-

©Cybertrek Ltd 2022

While First Mile arranges the
collection of discarded flip-flops

More on spa-kit.net
http://lei.sr/h8E8T_B

www.spabusiness.com
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RIMBA is nicely made in a very subtle blueberry color with the iconic MSpa
embossed fabric. Partnered with the smart cream liner for a feeling of soft
and warm. It’s a signature piece from URBAN range represents the very best
in MSpa design made for modern lifestyle family.

RIMBA

FOLLOW US
WWW.T H E- MS PA .CO M

MSPA HOT TUB GLOBAL
I N F O@ T HE- MS PA .CO M

SUPPLIER NEWS
Aromatherapy Associates unveils Spa Treatments in a Box
has tapped its 35 years
of spa experience to

AROMATHERAPY ASSOCIATES

A

romatherapy Associates

create a new experience kit
that consumers can use to
recreate a spa treatment in
the comfort of their home.
Now sold by Aromatherapy
AROMATHERAPY ASSOCIATES

Associates’ spa partners,
the Spa Treatment in a Box
kits feature a selection of the
brand’s products and provide
access to a 'how to' video,
hosted by Aromatherapy

■■ Amy Bonfield,
EMEA head of spa at
Aromatherapy Associates

Associates' in-house therapist,
so consumers can follow along

to help our partners continue to

using techniques and mindful

of spa at Aromatherapy

Amy Bonfield, EMEA head

reach guests while physical spa

moments that our therapists

Associates, told Spa Business

treatments were unavailable.

use in spas of for the ultimate

three options to choose

about the inspiration

The new Spa Treatments in a

Spa at Home experience.”

from; Your Best Night's

behind the kits.

Box have been created with the

with the proper techniques.
The company has introduced

Sleep; De-Stress Your Mind

“Spa at Home was a concept

& Body; and Revive & Tone.

we created during the pandemic

guest experience at their heart.
Each one has been crafted

More on spa-kit.net
http://lei.sr/R8U3g_B

Hyperice introduces Core
Meditation Trainer

M

anufactured by
Hyperice, the Core
Meditation Trainer is a

HYPERICE

new handheld device which
can help spa-goers find
their calm and improve their
focus and inner strength.
HYPERICE

Controlled through an
app, Core pulses alongside
meditation sessions and uses

■■ Core uses biometrics to encourage breath control and focus

■■Sarah McDevitt,

biometrics to encourage breath

Hyperice director of

control and focus while ECG

that spas are incorporating

to basic meditations. Core

biosensors measure the user’s

Core to complement

Premium also includes a

heart and nervous system.

existing services and

year’s access to more than

treatments with mindfulness

300 regularly updated guided

biofeedback and insights

practices and relaxation

meditations, breath training

to show the impact

techniques for the mind.

and soundscapes and costs

mind technology

The app also displays

meditation has on mental
and physical wellness.
Sarah McDevitt, director of
mind technology, explained
sBinsider Issue 405
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The Core Essential package
costs US$179 (€180,
£152) and includes a Core
Meditation Trainer and access

US$249 (€251, £211).

More on spa-kit.net
http://lei.sr/x9H4h_B

www.spabusiness.com
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SUPPLIER NEWS
Brian Paris joins Oakworks
as senior project consultant
CEO, has announced
the appointment of

spa industry veteran Brian
Paris as the company's new

OAKWORKS

OAKWORKS

J

eff Riach, Oakworks

■■ Paris has amassed more than 26 years experience in the industry

senior project consultant.
The US-based spa

sales team led by Jessica
Wadley, VP of business

include AM Resorts, Marriott

manufacturer has brought

development for Oakworks.

International, The Ritz Carlton,

Paris aboard in response to

“I'm excited to join Oakworks

■■ Jessica Wadley, VP of

significant growth and new

to expand relationships with

business development

corporate partnerships with

our corporate partners and

global partners such as Accor,

dealers globally,” said Paris,

for Oakworks

His previous projects

and wellness equipment

Aman Resorts and 1 Hotels.
With more than 25 years

Rosewood, Shangri-La Hotels
and Viceroy Hotels & Resorts.
He has also worked with
brands including Universal

Paris is a multifaceted

Companies, Earthlite

sales executive and business

of experience developing

strategist who custom

equipment client relationships

designs spa equipment based

globally, Paris will support the

on customers' needs.

and Bodyworkmall.

More on spa-kit.net
http://lei.sr/x6H3A_B

Art and spa collide as Soleum and SICIS partner up

S

team bath specialist
Soleum Spa is collaborating
with glass mosaic
Soleum

manufacturer SICIS to create a
new line of wellbeing chambers.
The companies are
working with more than 900
different colours of glass
mosaic tiles – in addition to
precious metals and Marmor

■■Thomas Kiesenebner,
Soleum CEO

Soleum Spa/SICIS

– to decorate Soleum’s
existing line of spa cabins.
SICIS can create a range
of bespoke mosaic designs,
including hotel logos,
on both the inside and

expert craftsmanship from one

illuminated cabins offer an

■ Steam baths.

outside of the chamber.

of the last authentic mosaic

eye-catching centrepiece for

■ Halotherapy (dry

manufacturers in Europe.

a spa or outdoor pool area.

salt inhalation).

“80 per cent of the
production process for our

“Our collaboration represents

The chambers are available

spa cabin is completed by

the coming together of two

as both indoor and outdoor

hand,” explained Thomas

worlds; art and spa.”

cabins and provide the

Kiesenebner, Soleum CEO, “now,
we’re refining the offering with

20
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Kiesenebner added that
even when not in use, the

following treatments:
■ Infrared-light therapy.

■ Brine inhalation.
■ Tea inhalation.

More on spa-kit.net
http://lei.sr/s9U3m_B
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THE NIGHT IS NOT FOR REST
IT IS FOR REPAIR
INSPIRED SKINCARE, INFORMED BY BIOLOGY
MARINE COLLAGEN • MIMETIC GROWTH FACTORS • PEPTIDES •
SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE • SNOW MUSHROOM

www.swissline-cosmetics.com

HIGH PERFORMANCE
CRYO CHAMBERS
REAL ROOM TEMPERATURES

A 26 year-old legacy of building the best quality solutions for whole-body cryotherapy is the
foundation to offer our electricity driven high performance cryo chambers - The Art of Cryo
Vaultz®. Offering real room temperatures of -75 °C, -85 °C & -110 °C our products are 100% made
in Germany and are made to the highest quality standards - extremely efficient and eco-friendly.
Vaultz® - keep your health save.

COOL. COOLER. VAULTZ.
Art of Cryo
contact@artofcryo.com / +49 (0) 2935 96 520 / www.artofcryo.com

SPONSORED

The Art of Cryo Vacu
System strengthens
connective tissue

RaiSiNg
thE baR

PHOTO: ART OF CRYO

to demand

sBinsider Issue 405
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Cool-Zoone is
expanding due

RT
CR

Cool-Zoone Klagenfurt opened with Art
of Cryo’s advanced software and one of its
V1 Lux cryotherapy chambers, which is used
to deliver more than 50 treatments a day.
The centre’s expansion project is
progressing and Milojevic is planning

It was important to be
able to offer clients the
very best experience

:A

F

Diversifying the offering

P H OTO

O

I

n October 2021, Cool-Zoone
cryotherapy centre opened in
Klagenfurt, Austria. Less than six
months later, a reconstruction
project is now underway to
expand the successful wellness
centre to accommodate its
unprecedented demand.
According to facility owner, Kristina
Milojevic, its popularity is due to her
decision to work with cryotherapy expert,
Art of Cryo. It was important to be able
to offer clients the very best experience
and in her opinion, this was only possible
with high-performance cryotherapy
equipment from the industry specialist.

PHOTO: ART OF CRYO

Art of Cryo is complementing its high
performance cryotherapy range with advanced
new technology to enhance treatment benefits

Kristina Milojevic, Cool-Zoone
a grand reopening for Q3 2022. The
upgrades will enable the team to conduct
more cryotherapy sessions and offer
new therapies, in combination with
cryotherapy practices, to enhance results.
Art of Cryo’s expertise has been used
to add the finishing touches to the
upgraded facility, including the purchase
of another high-performance cryo
chamber and an Art of Cryo Vacu System.
This new technology will offer
effective intermittent vacuum therapy
(IVT), designed to promote recovery,
strengthen connective tissue and

contour the body. IVT was developed
by NASA and the German Aerospace
Center and is believed to enhance
the health effects of cryotherapy.

Vital signs check up
Cool-Zoone Klagenfurt will also increase
its offering by providing Art of Cryo’s
new ‘vital sign’ check-ups before, during
and after cryotherapy treatments. This
innovative diagnostic system records
heart rate, body temperature, blood
pressure and oxygen saturation in seconds
and transmits these values to Art of Cryo’s
software and app for viewing by clients.
The chambers’ high-resolution 3D-body
scan will also be upgraded with new
functionality and measurement variants.
Cool-Zoone Klagenfurt will be one
of the first facilities in the world to
offer Art of Cryo’s Multi-CryoHackingSystem, which is due to launch in the
final quarter of this year. The team is
looking forward to welcoming customers
back to a refreshed menu and the
gold standard in cryotherapy. l
To tap into this high-performance
wellness trend and offer your guests
a new way to refresh their wellbeing,
contact www.artofcryo.com
www.spabusiness.com
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WEB ADDRESS BOOK
Connect with spa organisations from around the world.
We welcome your entries – write to spateam@leisuremedia.com
Asia-Paciﬁc Spa & Wellness
Coalition (APSWC)
■■ www.apswc.org

Association of Malaysian
Spas (AMSPA)
■■ www.amspa.org.my

Bali Spa and Wellness Association
■■ www.balispawellness-association.org

Brazilian Spas Association
■■ www.abcspas.com.br

Bulgarian Union for Balneology
and Spa Tourism (BUBSPA)
■■ www.bubspa.org

Association of Spas of
the Czech Republic
■■ www.jedemedolazni.cz

Estonian Spa Association
■■ www.estonianspas.eu

European Historic Thermal
Towns Association

Global Wellness Institute (GWI)

Sauna from Finland

■■ www.globalwellnessinstitute.org

■■ www.saunafromfinland.com

GSN Planet

Serbian Spas & Resorts Association

■■ www.gsnplanet.org

Hungarian Baths Association
■■ www.furdoszovetseg.hu/en

Hydrothermal Spa Forum
■■ www.hydrothermal-spa-forum.net

The Iceland Spa Association
■■ www.visitspas.eu/iceland

The International Medical
Spa Association
■■ www.dayspaassociation.com/imsa

International Sauna Association
■■ www.saunainternational.net

International Spa Association (ISPA)
■■ www.experienceispa.com

Irish Spa Association

■■ www.ubas.org.rs

South African Spa Association
■■ www.saspaassociation.co.za

Spanish National Spa Association
■■ www.balnearios.org

Spa and Wellness Association
of Africa (SWAA)
■■ www.swaafrica.org

Spa & Wellness Association of Canada
■■ www.spaandwellnessassociationofcanada.com

Spa Association of India
■■ www.spaassociationoﬁndia.in

Spa Industry Association

■■ www.irishspaassociation.ie

■■ www.dayspaassociation.com

Japan Spa Association
■■ www.j-spa.jp

The Sustainable Spa
Association (SSA)

Leading Spas of Canada

■■ www.sustainablespas.org

■■ www.leadingspasofcanada.com

Taiwan Spa Association

■■ www.fht.org.uk

National Guild of Spa Experts Russia

■■ www.tspa.tw

Federterme

■■ www.russiaspas.ru

■■ www.federterme.it

Portuguese Spas Association

FEMTEC (the World Federation of
Hydrotherapy and Climatotherapy)

■■ www.termasdeportugal.pt

Romanian Spa Organization

■■ https://www.femteconline.org/m

■■ www.romanian-spas.ro

French Spa Association (SPA-A)

Salt Therapy Association

■■ www.spa-a.org

■■ www.salttherapyassociation.org

■■ www.facebook.com/UASPA

German Spas Association

Saudi Arabian Wellness Association

Wellness Tourism Association

■■ www.deutscher-heilbaederverband.de

■■ www.saudiwellness.org

■■ www.wellnesstourismassociation.org

■■ www.ehtta.eu

European Spas Association
■■ www.europeanspas.eu

Federation of Holistic Therapists (FHT)

Thai Spa Association
■■ www.thaispaassociation.com

The UK Spa Association
■■ www.spa-uk.org
shutterstock/AndreyUG

Ukrainian SPA Association

